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The amount of data available in the market is expected to grow tenfold by 2025, with alternative
data leading the way1. As alternative data becomes more mainstream, businesses are discovering
the value and actionable insight it can provide — allowing for more informed decisions in today’s
quickly evolving markets. However, one of the largest barriers in the adoption of alternative data
is the time commitment to making the data usable. Often times, alternative data is messy and
unstructured, so it needs to be validated, structured, and linked before meaningful analysis can
begin. In a recent study conducted by Greenwich Associates, 62% of respondents wanted their
data pre-packaged and structured to make it more easily consumable. 48% of respondents also
cited that difficulty cleaning and integrating data was a key obstacle to using alternative data2. This
is where S&P Global Marketplace, a platform for exploration and evaluation of data from S&P Global
and select third party providers, comes in. Understanding these challenges, S&P Global does the
heavy lifting of structuring and linking datasets upfront to enable our customers to spend more
time on analytics. Below, we’ll take a deeper dive into how S&P Global standardizes, structures,
and links data using a few examples of data offerings available on the S&P Global Marketplace.
Data Delivery Preference
Ranked #1

38%

9%

Data integrated with our
market data terminal

12%

Alternative data and fully
developed custom analytics

41%

Normalized data with
embedded tags to securities,
industries, etc.

62%

Data preferred to be packaged
Raw unprocessed data only delivered via flat file, FTP or API
Note: Based on 34 respondents.
Source: Greenwich Associates 2019 Alternative Data Study.
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Deloitte, “InFocus Alternative data adoption”, 2018.
Greenwich Associates, “Demystifying Alternative Data”, May 22, 2019.
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Data Standardization of AirSage Real Estate
Foot Traffic Data
One of the main challenges with alternative data is that it’s all created and organized differently
depending on who is collecting the data. For instance, something as small as characters, spacing
or naming of a specific field can add hours of data cleansing work before being able to begin
analysis of the data. With awareness of this challenge, S&P Global has ensured that all 3rd party
data available on S&P Global Marketplace is standardized to be seamlessly integrated with other
core S&P Global datasets.
The data standardization process is demonstrated with one of the recent products added to
S&P Global Marketplace, S&P Global Real Estate Foot Traffic. This product was developed in
partnership with AirSage, a leader in location data intelligence, and offers anonymized foot traffic
data collected from mobile devices, mapped to S&P Global Real Estate properties, alongside
aggregated demographic information of location visitors. Investors can use foot traffic data to
understand the health of a business based on an increase or decrease in visitors, as well as
evaluate the risk of REIT vacancy. Foot traffic data has become a major focus as investors and
corporations try to gain an understanding of movement behavior and patterns in light of COVID-19
business closures and the subsequent re-opening of economies across the United States.
Nordstrom Property Locations and Foot Traffic 2019 vs. 2020

The S&P Global Marketplace product team works alongside AirSage to sync their foot traffic data
with the S&P Global real estate properties database on a monthly basis. This ensures that the
product always reflects the most up to date information as new properties emerge or change
hands. After S&P Global receives the data from the vendor, we run standardization processing
that transforms the data received into formatting consistent with other S&P Global data products.
In the example below, we’ve reformatted the date fields and property ID column headers to align
to our standards. This is helpful for our clients because it ensures consistency and uniformity
across all data products purchased from S&P Global and helps to minimize the learning curve
when using new datasets.
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Examples of AirSage Standardization
– Date field (date, asofdate) formatting is standardized to YYYY-MM-DD format — “20200617” → “2020-06-17”
– Schema standardization for consistent column naming, special characters are removed
– “#poi” → “propertyId”
– “as:ofdate” → “asOfDate”
– “extrapoloated_0000_0600” → “devices12AMto6AM
Source File (vendor-Airsage)

Raw Table (vendor-Airsage)

Data in XF – Client Facing Table

The standardization of the AirSage data makes it easy to further analyze a property’s information
with other S&P Global datasets. One use case is using the Real Estate Foot traffic package to
zero in on a specific property or list of properties and return all tenants. One can then view each
tenant’s recently reported financials and credit health by marrying the data with core datasets
like S&P Capital IQ Fundamentals and RatingsXpress®.
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Data Structuring of FDA Data
Although many datasets are available online for free via public access, they lack the structure
and time variant consistency to be usable without significant maintenance. Even if the data is
valuable, many companies do not have the resources or time to manage and structure the data.
A good example of this is data provided by the U.S. Food and Drug Administrations (FDA). FDA
data is publicly available via the U.S. government website, however, it lacks consistency due to
file formats changing over time, and requires significant structuring to become readily consumable.
However, S&P Global has designed a suite of FDA data products from the FDA that addresses
these challenges. Similar to our other data offerings, these datasets have been thoughtfully
structured and linked back to S&P Global company IDs, so clients can seamlessly use this data
in conjunction with our other core and alternative datasets.
The three FDA datasets that make up the FDA product suite provide valuable insight into the
healthcare space — the offering includes recently filed medical device applications (510k),
pharmaceutical drug patents (Orange Book), and medical adverse events (FAERS).
Dataset

Description

Usage

510k Filings

Issued when there is intent to bring a medical device
to market within the next 90 days.

Used to notify the FDA of their intent to market medical
devices up to 90 days before coming to market. The
510k notice may be available via the FDA before the
product is approved.

Orange Book

Identifies drug products approved on the basis of
safety and effectiveness by the FDA.

Used to analyze a company’s performance correlated
to their products, drug patents, and exclusivity to
market the pharmaceutical.

FDA Adverse
Event Reporting
System (FAERS)

Contains records of adverse event reports, medication
error reports and product quality complaints resulting
in adverse events that were submitted to the FDA.

Used to understand risk and impact of recalls of
drugs (Tylenol), ingredients (acetaminophen), or
devices (pacemaker).

For these FDA datasets, we have gathered historical data to ensure its suitability for backtesting
and historical analysis. The S&P Global Alternative Data Vetting team, which scouts the market
for interesting and unique content providers to partner with, filed a Freedom of Information Act
(FOIA) request to acquire the historical data, ensuring a robust history. After reviewing the files,
we observed that historical files lacked column headers and schemas and had metadata changes.
The product file, for example, had five versions over time with varying column headers:

With this understanding, processes were built to account for file variations over time and checks
were added for future file deviations to be accounted for in the data ingestion pipeline.
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The data has also been structured into a schema that is easier to query. One example of
re-structuring is creating reference tables that convert text, which can be inconsistent and
is case sensitive, to look-up codes. Specifically, for the FAERS dataset a reference table was
created that matches patient outcomes to an outcome code. The user can then construct a
query to look at adverse event cases that resulted in a specific outcome, such as hospitalization.
Reference Lookup Table for PatientOutcomeCode

Below is an example query that looks at a specific adverse event case reported when taking a
1.5 mg dose of Exelon, a product manufactured by Novartis, that required hospitalization. The
query also includes information about the specific reaction that occurred, such as abnormal
white blood cell counts, pneumonia, etc.
Example query results of FAERS data
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Data Linking of Patent and Trademark Data
While information is beneficial in decision making, it only becomes actionable when this
information can be combined with other data and information to see the complete picture.
With that, linking of data is one of the greatest challenges for users.
Linking is a challenge for any analysis requiring more than one dataset. To address this within
S&P Global products we brought in Kensho, the AI arm of S&P Global, to apply machine-learning
solutions to solve big data linking challenges. Kensho Link, which provides a S&P Global identifier
to user submitted company lists, has been developed over the past three years based on the
corpus of over 10 million+ private and public entities within S&P Global Market Intelligence’s
databases. The product is able to recognize parent child relationships as well as common
abbreviations and aliases. Kensho Link can link, on average, 100,000 entities per hour, which
is superior to similar linking offerings in processing volume and timeliness. Linking to S&P Global
identifiers also opens up the Cross Reference Services universe, which includes IDs such
as LEI and DUNS.
IPqwery Patent and Trademark is a compelling case study for the power of linking. This data
is gathered by the vendor from several government IP offices and can provide insight into
new products before press releases hit newswires. Users can utilize this data to understand
IP industry leaders and to perform comparative analysis across companies, competitors, and
industries. Linking IPqwery data to the millions of public and private companies covered in
the S&P Global universe unlocks powerful analysis that can be performed when this data
is combined with S&P Global core datasets, like S&P Global Capital IQ Fundamentals.
Below you can see an example of a proprietary owner ID sent to us from IPqwery along with
the owner’s patents and trademarks. Using the Kensho algorithm we can match Carter Hold
Harvey to Capital Q ID 875316, which can be used to link to other S&P Global core datasets.
Kensho Linking Example
Raw file from vendor

Linked to S&P Capital IQ ID
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One can use intellectual property data to uncover when a company began filing a specific type
of patent and link that activity back to spending on R&D as a potential predictor of future revenue
and stock returns. In the example below, we can take a look recently filed patents by Apple Inc. to
get a better idea of where their product focus is.
Recently Filed Apple Inc Patents

Bring it all together with Trucost Climate Change
Physical Risk
Trucost Physical Risk, part of the broader Climate and ESG data available from S&P Global,
assesses a company’s exposure to climate-related physical risks at the asset-level. A company’s
exposure is based on seven climate change physical risk indicators, including heatwaves, water
stress, wildfires, and sea level rise, using high/low/moderate scenario analysis. The dataset also
provides estimates of future climate change physical impact.
The Physical Risk offering brings together a large number of different datasets (companies,
assets, indicators, scenarios, timeframes) under the lens of climate risk and is very relevant
when making investment and business decisions. It can be used by companies and investors
to better understand climate related risk exposure, identify opportunities to mitigate risk, and
to provide more transparency in line with mandatory and voluntary reporting requirements
such as the Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD).
As this dataset is comprised of data sourced from several places, the important process of
data standardization, structuring and linking was applied. The team needed to standardize
the physical risk data at different geo-spatial scales, for the seven climate hazards and three
different climate change scenarios. Following the standardization process, the data needed
to be structured in order to calculate the physical risk scores at the asset level, which involves
combining asset location information and physical risk data for 500k+ corporate assets from
S&P Global databases. Finally, the corporate assets were linked to 15,000+ ultimate parents
in the S&P Global Market Intelligence database. This is done so the user can understand the
aggregated risk and impact at a company level.
Nextera Energy Assets Alongside Their Physical Risk Scores

On the next page you can see a more granular view of how one climate hazard score is calculated
for one of the corporate assets owned by a global energy company.
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Asset Distribution for a Global Energy Company
Global operations of a global energy company with activities spanning the USA, Europe,
Latin America, Africa and Australia

Source: Trucost analysis (2019). For illustrative purposes only.

Asset Analysis

Source: Trucost analysis (2019) based on CMIP5 and S&P Global asset data. For illustrative purposes only.

Corporate Asset: Gas Power Plant
Location: Cartagena, Colombia
Climate Hazard: Heatwaves
Scenario: High — Year 2050
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Step 1: Overlay Asset Locations on Climate Hazard Map
Geospatial analysis is used to overlay asset locations on a climate hazard map. In this case the
hazard map represents heatwave risk, defined as the expected number of heatwave days per
annum under a high climate change scenario in year 2050.
Step 2: Sample Hazard Level at Asset Location
Climate hazard data is mapped in the form of spatial grids with estimates of the number of
heatwave days in each grid cell. Assets are assigned a heatwave risk estimate based on the
risk level of the cell in which it is located.
Step 3: Score Normalization
Asset level scores are normalized relative to the range of hazard levels for each indicator
globally to enable simpler comparison of the risk exposure of multiple assets, and the risk
level of any asset relative to global conditions.

Conclusion
Cleaned, structured and linked data is essential for efficient and beneficial data analysis.
S&P Global Marketplace stresses these qualities for all alternative datasets available via FTP,
Cloud or API. We’ve built out robust data checks and standardization processes to ensure
high quality data that’s clean and conforms to S&P Global formatting standards. Our product
managers, alongside our technology team, design the best structure possible for each dataset
so that it’s easy to use and understand, especially since many of these datasets are new and
may be unfamiliar. Lastly, Marketplace datasets are linked to S&P Global identifiers. This
ensures that alternative datasets being brought to market can be easily analyzed alongside
other S&P Global content. Above all, S&P Global Marketplace has selected to offer alternative
data, that when enriched and combined with our core data, leads to informative and actionable
insights so our customers can make decisions with conviction.
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About S&P Global Market Intelligence
At S&P Global Market Intelligence, we understand the
importance of accurate, deep and insightful information. We
integrate financial and industry data, research and news into
tools that help track performance, generate alpha, identify
investment ideas, perform valuations and assess credit risk.
Investment professionals, government agencies, corporations
and universities around the world use this essential intelligence
to make business and financial decisions with conviction.
S&P Global Market Intelligence is a division of S&P Global
(NYSE: SPGI), the world’s foremost provider of credit ratings,
benchmarks and analytics in the global capital and commodity
markets, offering ESG solutions, deep data and insights on
critical business factors. S&P Global has been providing
essential intelligence that unlocks opportunity, fosters growth
and accelerates progress for more than 160 years. For more
information, visit www.spglobal.com/marketintelligence.
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